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What the art teacher does…. Teaches the art lessons

Develops lesson material

Decorates the school

Is always on hand for a 

creative workshop

Designs the scenery for

school play

Knows how to use

Photoshop…always good

for extra tasks

Posters, logos and other

design tasks
Is asked for extra 

involvement around

etwinning, visits and

exchanges



What the art teacher does….

Is always on hand for a 

creative workshop

Is asked for extra 

involvement around

etwinning, vists and

exchanges



The journey

The destination

The new friends

The exchange week itself

Cultural differencesArtistic histories

Reflections and memories

Exchanges & eTwinning –

what are the opportunities?

What opportunities are there for the art dept?

What experiences do you have?



The image is horizontal. The photo is taken from the front. In the centre of the 
image there is a little girl walking on the beach near the sea. The sky is beautiful 
and the sand is greyish brown. The sun is setting and to the right side of the 
picture and the shadow of the girl reaches the left side. There is no artificial light. 

The girl is wearing a red Christmas wrapper on her like a coat and a silver 
Christmas decoration ribbon wrapped around her. The wind makes the Christmas 
wrapper sway on the left side 

She has also striped Christmassy pantyhose and grey socks but no shoes. She is 
dragging a small Christmas tree or one branch of it behind her. She is looking 
slightly to the left (sea). She has been walking a long time, the footprints and 
dragging marks are visible on the beach. The image makes me think of Christmas. 

The new friends The Photographic Exchange











Other variations……

Exchanging a photographic documentation

of a school day ahead of an exchange

Describing the view from the window and

exchanging the descriptions

Documenting the journey to school 

photographically



The exchange week itself

If you are asked to be involved with the exchange 
week itself there are often unique lesson
situations and opportunities……and an excellent 
chance to work with groups rather than
individuals



The exchange week itself

Exchanging again……



The exchange week itself

That trip to the museum……



The exchange week itself

That trip to the museum……

An example……



The exchange week itself

That trip to the museum……

A second example……

The museum 
scavenger hunt



The exchange week itself

That trip to the museum……

Either of these two
assignments could easily
form the basis of a poster 
design assignment



The journeyThe destination



The journeyThe destination



The journeyThe destination



The journeyThe destination



A design assignment
focussing on international
motifs

Cultural differences







http://www.crazyleafdesign.com/blog/logo-bashing-the-most-controversial-graphic-designs-of-recent-times/


Resources

photography foundations for art and design pdf



In the artroom and beyond

Have we missed anything, or had 

any other activities come to mind?
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